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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I am pleased 

to appear here today to comment on the management of and results 

obtained from demonstrations and experiments (D&E) and related 

evaluations conducted by HEW's Health Care Financing Adminis- 

tration (HCFA). 

In .May 1976, this Subcommittee held hearings on the "Adminis- 

tration of Medicare Cost-Saving Experiments." The Subcommittee 

found that excessive delays had occurred in implementing experi- 

ments and demonstration projects that were intended to provide 

the Congress with information on specific alternatives to present 

policies and procedures in the health care sys tern. The Subcommittee 

concluded that although the Congress had provided HEW with both 

the money and the.authority to carry out a broad range of health 

care experiments and demonstrations, the development and performance 

of the experimental projects had seriously fallen short of the 

expectations and goals of the Congress. According to the Subcommit- 

tee I ZEW had made no detailed recommendations with respect to imple- 

menting specific methods tested. 

Mr. Chairman, because you believed that this situation had 

not improved since 1976, you asked us to review BCFA's D&E activ- 

ities. . 

r-- 

Today I will be discussing (1) the use of social research and 

development in helping to formulate social policy, (2) the purpose 

and objectives of and resources for HCFA's 3&E activities, (3) the 

expectations of the cognizant committees of the Congress from such -' 
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activities, (4) ECFA’s perceptions of the outcomes or impacts of 

its D&E activities, (5) a description of the processes in carrying 

i 
out such activities, and (6) our suggestions as to how such pro- 

i cesses could be improved. 
\.-.. . . . ..__ 

In summary, we found that: 

--BEW D&E activities have fallen short of the expectations 

! and requirements of the cognizant legislative committees of the 
\ 
\ Congress as expressed in their reports on bills and/or the legis- 
\ 
\ lation litself. Specifically, (1) reports to the Congress have 

‘not been submitted at the dates specified by law, (2) when reports 

were submitted they did not meet the specifications contained in 

the law and/or related committee reports, (3) more recent mandated 

demonstrations have not been undertaken due to a shortage of staff 

or money, and (4) demonstrations and experiments or the :elated 

evaluations were sometimes completed after the Congress or its 

committees had already deliberated and acted on the issue involved. 

--HCFA's Office of Research, Demonstrations, and Statistics 

(ORDS) could not readily determine the specific outcomes or "impacts" 

of its D&E activities. Yowever, a retrospective review of tSe Fro- 

jects prepared by ORDS, at our request, indicated that these ')io- 

jects hid impact on the development of legislative initiatives such .- 

as the Administration's Hospital Cost Containment proposals in 1978 

and 1979, the development of regulations to implement laws passed in 

1977 and 1978, and, in one instance, a regulation change which would 
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significantly reduce Medicare payments to hospitals, On the other 

hand, some of the indicated'impacts on legislation involved getting 

additional demonstration authority or requirements in laws passed 

in 1977 and 1978 which, in one case, ORDS has not used or complied 

with and thus has had no effect. 

--The processes for carrying out the ORDS D&E activities often 

involve long periods of time which may explain part of the problem 

in meeting congressional expectations. On the other hand, there is 

evidence that congressionally mandated D&E activities have not been 

given priority over non-mandated ORDS :esearch projects. 

--With respect to our suggestions for improving the ORDS 

pocesses, which should help to improve the utilization of D&E 

results, we believe (1) there is a need for more involvement of 

policymakers in the planning process, (2) planning should 

include identification of the knowledge needed to be responsive to 

the specific issues of concern to the Congress and other policy- 

makers, (3) there is a need to arr ange priorities to better assure 

that the expectations of congressional mandates are met timely, 

(4) ORDS should identify, obtain, and retain :aw data from those 

D&Z activities where the data is likely to prove useful in future 

resea:ch-, and should verify the data, on a sample basis, to better 

a.%uie the accuracy and acceptability of project results, (5) there 

iS a need for a control and tracking system which identifies the 

interim D&E iesults of ongoing projects by subject matter, (6) ORDS .’ 
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should take a formal position on the final results reported from each 

project as to their validity, theiz policy implications, and how the 

report should be used, (7) the:e should be a systematic on-going 

assessment of the utilization of the results of D&E activities hnd 

the outcomes of such utilization, and (8) there is a need for 

management to more explicitly inform professional staff what is 

expected of them and to get more information on how they spend their 
._ 

time. 

USE OF SOCIAL RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT IN HELPING TO 
FORMULATE SOCIAL POLICY 

The use of social . research and development, of which demon- 

st:ations, experiments, and related evaluations are a part, can he17 

to fo:mulate social policy. Theoretically, the results should help 

by providing the executive and legislative branches an adequate 

body of information to use in designing national policies for pro- 

grams such as Yedicaze and Medicaid. When it works social resea:ch 

and development can identify cause-effect relationships which are 

essential for designing zational policy. Thus to &measure this cause 

and effect relationship the essence of any experiment is to allow 

some factors to vazy through intervention while others remain con- 

stant. This can be accomplished either by observing changes in an 

expe:iment over time or by focusing on the compa:ison of research 

'esults between L experimental and control groups, one receivlr,g the 

intervention while the other does not. 

We do not wls h to imply that performing successful experiments 

0: demonst:ations is an easy task. We recognize that it is extzene- 
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ly difficult to hold some variables constant while varying others, 

to plan for and measure thi impacts of unintended side-effects, and 

to find control and expe:imental groups comparpble except for the 

one variable needed to dete:mine causality. 

Neve:theless, there aze general chazactezistics of successful 

social research which will p:ovide fo: better and maze useful results. 

To increase the chances of a successful experiment o: demonstration 

ca:e must be taken to 

--plan for evaluation in the ea:ly stages of the design, 

---iRon itor the on-going progress of the experiment or demonstra- 

tion through an internal evaluation system, and 

-assuze that policymakezs can use the reseatch results. 

Planning fo: evaluation in 
the deskgn of research 

It is impozt ant to establish a viable design for the experiment. 

Designing an experiment or a demonstration should involve managers and 

policymakezs alike. Specific policymaker needs should be articulated 

so that the managers can implement demonstrations and experiments which 

vi11 add:ess these needs. At a minimum the design must be examined fez 

--statistical accuracy and the relevance of the sample, 

--pertinence of the questions or hypotheses being tested, 

--flexibility of its framework to handle the inany complex 

interactions among people who are the subjects of the 

intervention, 

--proper utilization of base-line data delineating the cha:ac- 

tez of a situation befo:e the experiment is started, and 



--early integration of evaluation into the experiment oz demon- 

stzation. 

Designing evaluation into the expe:imen.t is an important aspect to 

the potential success of the experiment. Evaluation is not an isolated 

function to be designed afte: the expe:iment is underway particularly 

when, duzing .the :esearch design phase, data systems can be inte:grated 

into the proposed experiment which will allow evaluators access to 

:elevant zesea:ch results on a timely basis. 

The evaluations in pazticulaz and the experiment o: demonstra- 

tion in general must meet the following minimum criteria to achieve 

the high quality necessary ko make them useful. 

--Relevance-- they must provide the information needed by a 

va:iety of audiences, especially decisionsmakers, and must 

answer the right questions at the right time. 

--Significance-- the information must tell users something new and 

important; it must go beyond what is already apparent to them. 

--Validity-- they must provide a reasonably balanced pictu:e of the 

:eal effects of the Trogram or activity in question. 

--Reliabiiity-- they must contain evidence that the conclusions 

aze not based on variations in the data which are due to 

chance or inconsistent measurement. 

--Opjectivity--, -esults must be conveyed in a complete and unbiased 

sannez. 

Honitozina the demonstration o: exDezi.ment 
thzough an inte:nal evaluation system 

We hold the view that prog:am evaluation is an essential part of 



program manaqement. Evalua'tion, like internal audit, accounting sys- 

tems, and other sources of management information :egresents an impor- 

tant means by which a manage: can find out what is happen inq in 'the 

organization he or she manages and in the pzoqram, demonstration, of 

experiment for which he or she is responsible. At another lever eval- 

uation can also measure the effectiveness of experiments and demonstza-’ 

tions and provide useful information to policymakers. At the ope:a- 

tinq level, managing ot monitoring an expe:iment 0: demonsCation or 

an ongoing program :equi:es that an effective evaluation system be 

established to provide management with information on the health of 

the activity. 

In engineering te:ms, evaluation systems aze feedback mechanisms 

telling us what the opezatinq system is doing and, perhaps aore impor- 

tantly, when it is deviating from our expectations. These feedback 

mechanisms might include indicator systems which monitor readily 

measurable outputs like people served and inputs like dollars spent. 

They may also include a centralized control and tracking system which 

identifies research :esults from a number of ongoing projects, inClu- 

ding an ability to identify interim results. 

Whichever system or combinations of systems aze used they must 

support, the goal of improving Federal program administration by 

--demonstzatinq, to the satisfaction of the oversight officials, 

the extent to which a project is effectively administered; and 

--suppo:ting ;nanaqement in producing an effectively administered 

project. 
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Assuring that policymakers ' 
can use research results , 

Unfortunately, there are problems which hinder utilization 

of social research results. Probably the most succinct expres-. 

sion of our Office's views as to some of the factors which might 

improve utilization of results were contained in a speech given 

by the Comptroller General of the United States in June 1979, 

at the annual meeting of the Council for Applied Social Research, 

Inc. 

At that time he pointed out that recent evidence indicates 

that policymakers believe social science can help them. A 1977 

GAO review of the use of social research (which includes demon- 

strations and experiments) by national policymakers disclosed 

high expectations. lYore than 70 percent of the respondents, con- 

sisting of top management officials in Federal agencies, including 

HEW, thought that social science should have a substantial or 

very large effect on the formulation of national policy. 

Our 1977 review demonstrated, however, that there are proo- 

lems in the utilization of social science research. In terms 

of practice, our study showed that 45 percent of the policymakers 

indicated that they were not satisfied with the translation of 

iesearch results into usable products Or into techniques for prob- 

lem solving. 

A number of explanations have been offered to account for 

this gap between the expectations of policymakers and the actual 
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utilization of social science research. One researcher suggested 

that a major problem is that little attention is paid by researchers 

to the nature of knowledge that will be most useful to policymakers, 

prior to undertaking research projects. Additionally, the reseaz- 

cher said that little attention is given by researchers to applying 

criteria of policy relevance when they develop priorities for guid- 

ing project selection. 

Problems in the dissemination of social research information 

also contribute to low utilization. A major concern is whether 

or not the results of the research actually reach the appropriate 

user in an understandable form. Frequently, there are no formal 

arrangements for this phase of research and dissemination is 

often haphazard. 

The form in which the results of social research reaches 

policymaker; will affect the prospects for utilization. Research 
* 

reports are often written for academic audiences rather than for 

use in policymaking. Policy implications associated with project 

results can only be ascertained by identifying, acquiring, and 

reviewing project repoits on topics relevant to Tolicy issues. 

It is for this reason that each research design should discuss 

which groups of users the report is intended to serve. 

We do not mean to suggest that utilization can be easily or 

clearly measured. A study is usually just one input into a very 
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complex decisionmak inq pzociss. The cumulative impact of a se:ieS 

Of related studies in an isiue area (e.g., hospital cost contain- 

ment) provides the real utilization value of the research. 

Increasing the utilization of social research, such as in 

the health care financing a:ea, will not be simple and painless. 

Howevez, we have 1ea:ned that an interactive process between policy- 

makers and policy :esearchers is a crucial facto= in planning for 

utilization of :esea:ch :esults. Such a process can help assure 

that policymakezs are committed to use research results and that 

the reseazchezs will produce useful findings. 

We have also learned that policy research is mo:e likely to 

be utilized if planning for utilization is an integral pazt of 

the ceseazch process from the beginning. We believe that such 

planning should address and include the following: 

--Identification and definition of the'policymakers' problems 

and policy issues needing research and the knowledge need- 

ed to be : esponsive to these problems and issues. 

--Information on the extent to which current and completed 

:esea:ch is helpful in undezstandinq the problems and 

issues and contzibutinq to theiz resolution. 

--Identification of priorities to be placed on supporting 

projects designed to help obtain the additional knowledge 

needed. 
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With this overview of the state-of-the-art of Federal social 

research and development activities, including demonstrations, 

experiments, and evaluations, and lack of satisfaction with related 

products, I will proceed with discussing the remaining five matteis 

mentioned at the beginning of my statement. 

PURPOSE AND OBZECTIVES OF 
AND RESOURCES FOR 
HCFA'S D&E ACTIVITIES 

In 1965 the Congtess enacted legislation under titles XVIII 

and XIX of the Social Security Act which established health finan- 

cing programs for the aged--Medicare--and the poor--Medicaid. 

Medicare is a nationwide health insurance program which provides 

a uniform package of medical care benefits to most persons age 55 

and over, to certain disabled persons under age 65, and to certain 

workers and their dependents who need kidney transplantations or 

dialysis. Medicaid is a grant-in-aid program under which the Federal 

Government pays part of the costs incurred by States in providing 

medical services to low-income persons unable to pay for such care. 

Responsibility for administering the Medicare and Medicaid 

programs was initially given to HEW's Social Security Administra- 
/ 

tion and Social and Rehabilitation Service, respectively. Under 

1,. a Narch '1977 KEW reorganization, iiCFA was established and given 

iesponsibility for administering both programs. Ever increasing 

costs for medical services combined with increasing numbers of 

Medicare and Medicaid eligibles has rapidly driven up the costs 
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of the two programs-- combined actual Federal costs of $6.3 billion 

for fiscal year 1967 and estimated combined expenditures of $42.2 

billion for fiscal year 1979. These increased costs and how they 

can be constrained have been a major concern to the Congress and 

the Nation as a whole. 

ECFA's research and demonstration activities have evolved-- 

both organizationally and legislatively --over the past 13 years, 

Before EEW's March 1977 reorganization, the research and demonstra- 

tion activities were fragmented among several HEW components-- 

the Social Secu:ity Administration, the Social and Rehabilitation 

Service, and the Public Health Service. Delegation of authority was 

fuzzy at best. With the formation of what is ROW called CBDS with- 

in HCFA, some of this fragmentation was alleviated. However, there 

is still some sharing of responsibility in health services research 

and demonstration activities with respect to HCFA and the Public 

Elealth Service, particularly in the area of long term care and qual- 

ity of care issues. 

The purpose of ORDS' research, demonstration, and evaluation 

activities is as follows: 

"The research, demonstration, and evaluation activi- 

ties * * * of BCFA are intended to provide an empirical 

basis for measuring the impact of health care financing 

programs upon the beneficiaries, providers, and the 

economy at large. This purpose is carried out through 
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a wide variety of scientific investigations into the 

causes of rising health care costs and into methodol- 

ogies which show potential for decreasing costs with- 

out adversely affecting quality of care. The results 

of l * * studies, experiments, demonstrations, and 

evaluations provide essential documentation to be 

used by policy makers in considering the effective- 

ness of proposed policy and/or legislative changes on 

BCFA’s primary goal: to encourage the most efficient 

and effective delivery of health care services to pro- 

gram beneficiaries.” 

More specifically, ORDS describes the objectives of its D&E 

and evaluation projects as follows: 

--“To provide recommendations and/or support for 

changes in the Medicare and Medicaid authorizing 

legislation included in Titles XVIII and XIX of 

the Social Security Act to improve the operation 

of the programs and to increase the capability 

of the programs to meet their intended goals and 

objectives. In the case of Medicaid, the demon- 

stration efforts are also directed towards recom- 

mending changes in State authorizing legislation. 

-- “To provide operational experience on a pilot basis 

to the administering agencies (BCFA and the States) 
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as the basis for developing regulations and program 

procedures and guidelines to. implement new leqisla- 

tion or to p.rovide recommendations and support for 

the revision of ongoing program regulations, policies 

and operational procedures. 

--“To identify areas requiring new policy initiatives at 

the national, State and sub-state levels due to changes 

in the state of the art, social and political changes, 

technologcal innovations, and changing needs of bene- 

f iciar ies served. , 

--“TO develop new and innovative models to administer 

and deliver services under the Ned icare and Medicaid 

programs through restructuring existing systems or 

developing new systems that increasingly incorporate 

the proven approaches of other disciplines, e.g., 

engineer ing , financial management, automation. 

m- "To develop new data bases that will provide infor- 

mation previously unavailable to policy makers to 

serve as the basis for program improvement. 

-- "To develop and test more cost-efficient methods 

of administering the pipgrams and delivering qual- 

ity services to eligibles under the Programs to 

maximize available Federal and State resouices. 



--“TO develop and disseminate new knowledge in the 

field of health care.” 

To cazzy out its objectives, ORDS had a total of 291 individ- 

uals on board as of mid-October 1979. Thirty-one of these individ- 

uals were clezical/administrative personnel. The 260 professional 

persons wefe a.ssigned to four organizational components: 52 to the 

Office of Demonst:ations and Evaluations, 103 to the Office Of 

Statistics and Data Management, 38 to the Office of Financial and 

Actuarial Analysis, and 67 to the Office of Research. 

Since October 1967 through Septembe: 30, 1978, a total of about 

170 health caze financing extramural D&E and related evaluation pro- 

jects had been undertaken by ORDS and its predecessor agencies through 

cont:acts and grants. Funding for the 170 projects during this pe:- 

iod was about $60 million, which excludes (1) any benefit payments, 

such as hospital and doctor bills, on behalf of Medicare and Medicaid 

beneficiaries gazticipating in the D&E projects, and (2) ORDS personnel 

and other costs to support the D&E and evaluation activities. Because 

OU: review focused specifically on D&E and related evaluation p:ojects, 

the $60 million also excludes the cost of ORDS' and its predecessor aqen- 

ties’ extramural :esearch projects such as looking at the cha:acte:istics 

of Medi’caid ineligibles. 

HCFA’s budgets for fiscal years 1978, 1979, and 1990 included 

$19.4 million, $31.4 million, and $46.8 million, respectively, fez 

extzamu:al research, demonstration, and evaluation activities. In 

addition, ;iCFA allocated for fiscal years 1978-1980 $7.2 million, 
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$9.9 million, and $8.7 million, respectively, for salaries and 

other expenses to support all of ORDS' activities. The 1980 

amount does not include the increased personnel costs asso- 

ciated with the October 1979 Federal pay raise. 

AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION, LEGISLATIVE 
COMMITTEE EXPECTATIONS, AND HEW RESPONSE 

To date, a total of 12 legislative provisions authorize 

ORDS' health care financing D&E activities, which are carried 

out in several major subject areas such as hospital cost con- 

tainment, long- term care, and health systems. A table showing 

these provisions and a statement of the authorized activities 

under each is contained in enclosure 1 of our statement. Also, 

a more detailed analysis of the legislative history and the gen- 

eral congressional intent related to the ORDS demonstration and 

experimental authorities and of HEW's response thereto, is includ- 

ed as enclosure II. 

Overall, we believe that ORDS has fallen short of the expec- 

tations or requirements of the cognizant legislative committees 

of the Congress. For example, reports to the Congress have not 

been submitted at the dates specified by law and when reports 

were submitted they did not meet al 1 of the specifications con- 

tained ii the law and/or committee reports. 

The Senate Fin.ance Committee report related to the experi- 

sents authorized by section 402 of the Social Security Amend- 

ments of 1967 (Public Law 95-248), did include some suggestions 
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for incentive reimbursement ‘for physicians' services. Other- 

wise, before the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 

1972 (Public Law 920603), congressional expectations with respect 

to HCFA's research, demonstration, and evaluation activities were 

rather broad. With the enactment of the 1972 amendments, however, 

congressional expectations became more specific. 

Under section 222 and 245 of that law, the statute and/or the 

legislative committee reports focused on experiments and demon- 

strations in six areas. 

--Prospective reimbursement systems for institutional pro- 

viders, such as hospitals, with a full report to the Con- 

gress on the results, including recommendations, by July 1, 

1974. 

--Effects of eliminating the 3-day prior hospitalization 

requirement for Medicare beneficiaries to receive covered 

care in skilled nursing facilities. 

--Utilization of lower level institutional care and home- 

maker services as an alternative to the more costly post- 

hospital nursing home benefits provided under iuledicare. 

--The possible desirability of adding ambulatory surgical 

centers as providers of service under Medicare with sgeci- 

fit demonstrations to determine the best way for paying for 

care in such facilities. 



--The most appropriate.and equitable methods of compensating 

fo-r the services of hhysicians' assistants. 

--Various methods of paying for durable medical equipment 

(such as wheelchairs,. canes, and walkers) under Medicare' 

which would avoid the unreasonable costs resulting from 

prolonged rental payments for such items which often exceed 

purchase price. 

With respect to prospective reimbursement, the Department's 

August 1974 report to the Congress was limited to observations 

based on a descriptive analysis of the Nation’s prospective rate 

experience together.with an outline of the Department's plan for 

further study and testing. 

Although no report has been issued to the Congress meeting 

the specifications of Public Law 92403, HCFA contends that the 

Administration's Hospital Cost Containment proposals in 1978 and 

I.979 represent a strong indication of the direction HEW believes 

the Congress should go in the area of prospective reimbursement 

in that such a system should be mandatory, cover all payers, and 

focus on total hospital expenditures and/or revenues. As mention- 

ed later, ORDS believes that its demonstrations undertaken under 

Public Law 92-603 had significant impact on these conclusions. 

With respect to the other' types of experiments discussed 

in the 1972 amendments and related committee reports, we find 

even less r esponsiveness to congressional expectations. 



--It was not until April 1977 that QRDS issued a request 

for proposals for ex$eriments on the effect of eliminating 

the 3-day prior hospitalization requirement. The three 

experiments will not be completed until December 1980. 

--We know of no experiment undertaken which would meet all the 

specifications in the Senate Finance Committee report rela- 

ting to intermediate care and homemaker services, although 

some have been undertaken involving homemaker services. 

--In December 1977 an evaluation report was issued by a HCFA 

contractor which was generally responsive to congressional 

concerns relating to the desirability of adding ambulatory 

surgical centers as providers of services under Medicare. 

The report, however, did not :ecommend the best way for 

Medicare to reimburse for such services as expected by 

the Congress. 

--The results of an evaluation of an experiment to deter- 

mine the best method for compensating physicians' assis- 

tants was issued about five and one-half years after pas- 

sage of the 1972 amendments and about 3 months after the 

Congress had already acted on the matter with respect to 

rural health clinics. 

--The problem of unreasonable expenses :esulting from pro- 

longed rentals of durable medical equipment--particularly 

inexpensive items such as walkers, canes, and bedside corn- 



modes --continues to exist. An experiment was initiated 

4 years after the enactment of Public Law 92-603 and a 

report was issued in March 1980, 

In more recent legislation enacted in 1977 and 1978, the 

Congress has tended to be specific as to its expectations on demon- 

strations and experiments and has also established specific dates 

as to when the related reports were to be submitted. For example, 

the Rural Aealth Clinic Services Act (Public Law 950210), approved 

December 13, 1977, mandated demonstration projects on a cost-reim- 

bursement basis for physician-directed clinics in urban medically 

underserved areas involving services provided by physician assis- 

tants 0: nurse practitioners. The law requires a report to the 

Congress no later than January 1, 1981. In September 1978, ORDS 

awarded a contract to evaluate privately funded demonstrations 

involving five cities which ORDS believes is partially :esponsive 

to the mandate for urban clinic experiments. However, as of March 

1980, ORDS has not been able to implement any projects under this 

demonstration authority which would be fully responsive to the 

mandate because of staff and fundinq shortages. As discussed later, 

we noted that after the enactment of Public Law 95-210, ORDS awarded 

a number. of research contracts and qrants that, in our opinion, were 

unrelated to the mandated issues. 

Public Law 95-292, approved June 13, 1978, which was aimed 

at improving Hedicare's End-Stage Renal Disease program, included 
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requirements for seven expeiiments and/or studies with a report to 

the Congress by October 1, 1979. The specific demonstration author- 

ity delegated to ORDS under the act pertained 

projects at selected locations in the country 

chase of new or used renal dialysis equipment 

to carrying out pilot 

treatment. 

In January 1980, HEW did submit a 

providing information on the. status of 

studies required by Public Law 95-292, 

results and conclusions. With respect 

report to the Congress 

involving the pur- 

for home dialysis 

various experiments and 

but it contained few 

to the specific demon- 

stration authority delegated to ORDS, the agency believes 

that one demonstration initiated in September 1977, at only 

one location, meets the thrust of the 1978 law. In our opinion, 

however, it falls short of meeting all the specifications in 

the statute. 

HCFA PERCEPTIONS AS TO THE 
OUTCOMES OR IMPACT OF ITS 
D&i3 AND RELATED EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

One basic question raised by the Subcommittee :efates to meas- 

uring the outcomes or impact of the HCFA demonstrations, experi- 

ments, and related evaluations in terms of legislative or Qolicy 

initiatives or other benefits.. 

This presented a difficult problem for us because ORDS and its 

predecessor agencies had not maintained data on a systematic basis 

which would provide this information. As a result, at our request, ORDS 



Personnel for the past year, have been engaged in ret:ospkctively 

developing an "impact" ' statement which is designed to show the 

extent that the approximately 170 extramu:al demonstration, 

experiment, and :elated ,evaluation projects had influenced such 

things as 

--proposed legislation either by the Administration or con- 

g:essional sponso:s (Legislative Impact), 

--policy changes in such areas as pzovidez reimbu:sement 

(Policy Impact), 

--developing new projects or broadening the scope of the 

study (R&D Impact), 

--modification to State Medicaid programs or retention of 

demonstration practices by local sezvice groups after 

p:oject termination (State or Local Impact), 

--adoption by the industry or the professional commurnity 

of project methodologies (Professional/Industry Impact). 

We reviewed ORES impact statement which was received on 

Xay 2, 1980, and summa:ized the number of the ?rojeczs and the amount 

of thei: funding for each major issue area such as hospital cost con- 

tainment and long term caze. We then matched the p:ojects and theiz 

costs with the indicated outcome or type of impact. Usually CBCS' 

analysis of a project 0: group of projects showed an irnpact of more 

than one type such as having an infiuence on both HCFA policy consid- 

ezations and on specific State pzoqzaas. In that case, the total 

value of the r;roject or -,zojects was posted to each of the two 
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indicated impacts. The results of the analysis and a summary of the 

indicated impacts is contaitied i.? enclosure III. 

In terms of level of effort, expressed as the dollaz value of the 

projects, the ORDS statemen.t indicated. that about 60 percent of the 

level of effort had legislative impact and 55 percent had policy impact. 

We requested ORDS to p:ovide us suppo:ting documents so that we 

could verify the described impacts of the demonstration and evaluation 

projects. However, ORDS did not furnish us the final impact statement 

0;: the listing of supporting documents until May 2, 1960. Therefore, 

we have had insufficient time to independently validate the indicated 

impacts e?cept in a few cases where (1) the supporting documents pro- 

vided a clea: link between certain projects and agency testimony on 

ozoposed legislation oz (2) prior or ongoing GAO studies tended to 

support 0: cast doubt on the ORDS claims. 

In some cases the indicated legislative impacts appeared to have 

had no effect of a negative effect in terms of congressional expecta- 

tions. For example, one indicated legislative impact involved with- 

holding any . -ecommendation on a legislative proposal to remove the 

3-day pr ior hospitalization zequizement fez skilled nursing care covez- 

zaqe under ?ledica:e until an ORDS demonstration project qas completed. 

TSis ?azticulaz, demonstration,, which was specifically requested in the 

ilouse and Senate Committee reports on the Social Secuzi”,y Amendments of 

1972, was initiated S yea:s later and is expected to be completed in 

Cecembe: 1980. 
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In another instance, the indicated legislative impact involved 

getting additional mandated demonstration authority in a law passed 

in 1978, which ORDS has neither used no: complied with. 

In addition to the problem of not being able to validate the 

indicated impacts because of a lack of supporting data, OUT review 

of final reports on 18 of the approximately 70 completed projects as 

of Septembe: 30, 1978, showed that it would be difficult to di:ec- 

tlY relate most t eports to the indicated impacts because: 

--At least seven repo:ts highlighted rese:vations as to the 

conclusions to be drawn because of the limitations on the , 

geog:aphic areas or populations covered in the experiment 

0:: because the intended objective for the project--to be 

able to apply the results elsewhere--had not been met. 

--Four evaluation reports related to certain experiments seemed 

to focus on weaknesses in the methodology and design of the 

exper i ments themselves, instead of on the conclusions that 

could be drawn from them. 

We : ecognize that the cumulative knowledge gained f:om a series 

of related experiments and the i: evaluations could tend to offset the 

effect ?f the : esezvations and limitations in the individual reports 

we rev ieked. Nevertheless, we ‘believe that the inconclusiveness of 

individual z eports indicates the inherent difficulty of attemptinq 

to rneasuze impacts without a systematic ongoing assessment of the 

actual utilization and outcomes of D&E activities. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESSES 
IN CARRYING OUT ORDS' D&E ACTIVITIES 

ORDS' efforts to support health care financing demonstra- 

tions and experiments involve the following processes: budget 

and project planning, project design and selection, monitoring, 

evaluation, and dissemination of results. I will now briefly 

describe each of these processes as they functioned during our 

review. A more detailed description of the processes is con- 

tained in enclosure IV of our statement, 

Budget and Project Planning 

The planning and budget process starts about 2 years before 

the contract and grant projects will be awarded. The work- 

spending plan for ongoing projects to be continued and new-start 

projects is developed about 10 to 12 ztonths later. The work plan 

is organized according to major subject matter areas, such as hos- 

pital costs, physician reimbursement, and long term care, in which 

ORDS feels its resource allocations should be distributed. 

Project Design and Selection 

This function is slightly different for grants than for con- 

tiaCtS. The grants cycle is initiated with the publication of a 

grants brochure describing the priority areas (e.g., long term 

care) in-which research and development grant applications will be 

considered. The contract cycle begins with publication of a request 
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for proposal (RFP), which egtablishes the parameters for the design 

of the project. 

Review panels assess grant and contract proposals received and 

prepare evaluation reports on competing proposals, including a rank- 

ing of acceptable proposals. These reports are used by the ORDS 

Director in deciding which grant- proposals will be funded and by the 

contracting office to select projects and negotiate contracts accord- 

ing to competitive procurement requirements. 

Monitorinq 

After a 

monitors the 

problems and 

Evaluation 

D&E contract or grant is awarded, a project officer 

project through several means to identFfy and resolve 

assess compliance with grant or contract requirements. 

The results of demonstrations and experiments are evaluated 

through (1) an independent contract awarded to evaluate one or nore 

projects 0: (2) a separate evaluation component built into a D&E 

grant whereby the grantee may perform the evaluation itself or 

through a contract with another organization. 

ORDS' Office of Demonstration and Evaluation (OCE) administers 

independent evaluations of contract D&2 projects and receives and 

approves’plans and/or RFPs for .evaluations conducted by C&E: grantees. 

The ODE project officer administers an evaluation of a contract D&E 

project the same way as a contract D&E project--i.e., develops and 

designs the RPP, assesses the proposals received, participates on 
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the contract review panel, monitors the awarded evaluation con- 

tract, and reviews the interim and final reports. 

Dissemination 

Contractors and grantees are required to furnish ORDS final 

project reports on the results of the demonstrations and/or eval- 

uations they conduct. After the reports are received, inforsa- 

tion about them is disseminated by OROs through formal and/or 

informal means. Formal means primarily consist of 

--sending abstracts of the final reports to the National Tech- 

nical Information System of the Oepartment of Commerce; and 

-- includ inq information about the reports in (1) HCFA’s annual 

report on its research and development activities, (2) HCFA 

and other KEW publications (e.g., Health-United States and 

the HCFA Review) , and (3) presentations and speeches made 

by HEW and HCFA offici.als at various forums. 

The informal means for disseminating information about final 

project reports usually consist of 

--discussions among OROS managers and SCFA program managers 

during meetings not necessarily convened solely for the 

purpose of discussing these reports, 

--discussions among gro ject officers and persons they know 

to have an interest in the projects and with whom a close 

working relationship exists, and 

--activities initiated by demonstration grantees such as State .’ 

agencies. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR 
IMPROVI?JC; ORDS PROCESSES . 

We believe that the following modifications to ORDS processes 

should help to improve the utilization of D&E results. 

1. Involvement of policymakers and program 
ottrcrals rn planning process 

As discussed at the beginning of our statement, an inter- 

active process between policymakers (which includes program 

officials) and policy researchers is a crucial factor in plan- 

ning for utilization of research results. 

In the early stages of this review, we concluded that there 

was limited involvement of BCFA program officials in the work 

planning process on a systematic basis. Because these officials 

must necessarily be involved in assessing the implications of the 

results of D&E activities for changes in policy and procedures 

and would be responsible for putting these changes into ef feet, 

we be1 ieved their input in the early stages was important. 

In December 1979, ORDS sponsored--for the first time--a 

conference attended by ORDS managers and KFA program officials 

in headquarters. This conference provided an opportunity for 

interaction concerning (I) projects planned for fiscal years 

1980 and 1981, (2) what ORDS had learned from projects completed 

or underway, (3) the issues still to be studied, and (4) the 

program officials’ concerns with ongoing and proposed D&E pro- 

jects and their perceptions of policy issues needing study. 
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Hopefully , this type of interaction initiative will facilitate 

more utilization of OR& project results by policymakezs and 

could be expanded to bring in Office of the Assistant Secretary 

fez planning and Evaluation officials, the HCFA Administrator, 

State Medicaid administrators, congressional staff, and health 

care industry officials. 

2. Planning should conside: the knowledge 
needed to be resuonsrve to sueclf sc 
polrcy issues belnq examrned 

Also, we believe long and short term planning should include 

identification and definition of the policymakers’ problems and 

pal icy issues need inq research and the knowledge needed to be 

responsive to these p:oblems and issues on a timely basis. ‘N’e 

fuz the: believe that the plans and related project designs should 

show how each proposed project will help meet such needs. 

The planning documents which we reviewed primarily 

reflected short tern planning and we:e financially oriented 

and did not specifically identify and define the types of 

knowledge that would be most useful to the Congress and other 

policymakezs. Fo:: example, these plans did not identify the 

knowledge needed to be responsive to the specific conce:ns 

and’ policy issues identified in relevant legislative commictle 

repo, _ ‘+s and did not identify how each proposed project would 

help to attain the knowledge needed. Nor did they ind icate 

the extent to which current and completed :esearch could be 

helpful to understanding the problems and issues. 
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AS previously discussed, we believe that designing evalua- 

tion into an experiment increases the chance of a successful exper- 

imen t . This was not done in earlier evaluations of prospective reim- 

bursesent systems that had been established without Federal assistance. 

Howeve:, our review of more recent work plans indicated that often 

the evaluation function has been considered in the planning and 

design phases. 

3. Need to ad just processes 
to adapt to congressionally 
mandated demonstzations and 
experrments 

In recent years the Congress has tended to Se more specific 

on spelling out in the law as well as in committee reports its 

expectations as to the demonstrations it wanted to be done 

and also established specific dates for HEW to submit reports 

on the projects. HEW has fallen short in meeting congressional 
. 

expectations for such mandated demonstrations and we believe 

that ORDS needs to adjust its processes to adopt to the realities 

of such mandates. For example, ?ublic Law 95-210, approved in 

December 1977, required demonstration projects for physician- 

directed clinics in urban medically underserved areas with 

a report to the Congress no later than January 1, 1981. Xe 

weie told that CRDS has not been able to implement projects 

that meet all congressional specifications because of staff 

and fund inq shor taqes. 
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Similarly, as previously stated, we believe that none 

of 'the ongoing demonstfations meet the specifications of the 

experiments requized by section 1881(f)(l) of the Social 

Security Act (added by section 2 of Public Law 95-292) which 

had a zepo:ting date by October 1, 1979. According to HCFA, 

when Public Law 95-292 became effective, it was too late to 

request funds for the mandated studies as pazt of the Depart- 

ment's fiscal year 1979 budget, and additional funds for the 

1979 supplemental and the fiscal yea= 1980 appropriations 

were denied. Also, HCFA felt that the Octobe: 1, 1979, report 

date in the bill was unrealistic. 

while we are not su:e at which stage in the ORDS process 

adjustments should be made to adjust its priorities to recog- 

nize such mandated demonstrations or expe:iments on a timely 

basis, we noted that after the enactment of Public Law 95-210 

in Decembe: 1977, CRDS awa:ded a number of research contracts 

and grants that, in our opinion, we:e unrelated to the mandated 

issues. For example, in January 1978, ORDS awarded a $139,000 

resea:ch contract to the Blue Shield Association to analyze 

Medicare and private business claims data. 

- Similarly, after the enactment of Public Law 95-292, CRES 

awarded a $121,000 grant to support (1) the completion of a book, 

suitable to inedical school cuzrFculum committees and to indi- 

vidual faculty members, on the subject of comprehensive quality 
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assurance and cost-containment in the health field and (2) a 

$115,000 grant to study the p:ocess, effectiveness, and costs 

of the Medicaid Early and Periodic Screening, Diagnosis and Treat- 

ment p:og=am in Southeastern Pennsylvania. 

Although we are not in a position to snake value judgments as 

to the relative significance or importance of such resea:ch as 

compared with the requized demonstrations and experiments, it seems 

to us that activities specifically mandated by Law should receive 

top p:iority somewhe:e in the planning and project design processes. 

4 . . Data Retention and Validation 

Of the 18 completed reports we reviewed, 14 were based 

in whole or in pazt on : aw data developed by the contractor 

0: grantee. ORDS does not ordinarily obtain and zetain such . 

-aw data-- & although the Federal Government has helped ?ay for 

it. We believe that on a selective basis, data generated by 

contractors oz grantees under one demonstration oz evaluation 

project could prove to be useful in other zeseazch. 

For example, one report we reviewed involved a pilot pro- 

ject desiqned to test the feasibility of fuznishinq out-of- 

hospital presc ription drugs to an elderly population. Al though 

the- study was very limited in scope, the data developed by the 

contzacto: could be used in any further studies planning a dzuq 

benefit fez the elderly or for national health insurance e Tfiere- 

fore, we believe that ORDS should revie; the Fro ject results 
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. 

with the view towa:d identifying, obtaining, and retaining the 

zaw data f:om those demonstrations and expetiments where the data 

is likely to prove useful in future resea:ch, 

We we:e also told that ORDS gene:ally accepts the analy- 

ses of the data developed during a demonstration oz experiment 

without ve:ifying oz validating it to better assu:e the accuz- 

acy and reliability of the results. In OUT review of completed 

project reports, we noted at least three evaluation reports-- 

including one evaluation of an ORDS experiment--where the con- 

t:actor oz grantee highlighted deficiencies in the data used. 

In the latter instance, the contractor recommended: 

"Experimental designs should include specified data 

validation procedures that ensure equity to sponsors 

and participants. Moreover, data validation activi- 

ties should be conducted by an independent thi:d 

pazty * * *." 

Xe believe that to better assure the utilization and 

acceptability of project results, some verification of data 

on a sample basis should be undertaken by CRDS. 

5. Need fez control and t:acking system. 

Section 402 of the Social Security Amendments of 1967, 

as amended, :equizes that new proposed projects be evaluated 

oy competent specialists with respect to the proposed Tzoject's 

-elationships with othe: A completed and ongoing projects. Xe 
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believe this concept has applicability to othe: D&E projects 

carried out under othez authorities as well and CRDS officials 

told us they often do this. In order to better establish such 

tela tionships , we believe ORDS needs a centralized control' and 

t:acking system which would monitor the demonstration oz experi- 

ment through an internal evaluation system and which would iden- 

tify the interim D&E :esea:ch :esults of ongoing projects by sub- 

ject matte=. Such a t:acking system, in turn, would :equize better 

info:mation from the ORBS monito:ing function as to the interim 

results. 

We understand that ORDS is considering an automated cen- 

tzalized t:acking system fez its cont:acts and grants; howevez, 

this proposed system appears to focus on procurement and finan- 

cial matters and not on interim results of ongoing projects by 

subject matter. 

We believe that ORDS, Fn designing such a system, should 

provide for identification of interim D&E results and should 

p:epaze periodically and make available a report showing all 

ongoing projects and any interim results identified. Such a 

system should also be used to provide the Congress with current 

in'formation on HCFX's D&E activities. 

6. GRDS assessment or reaction 
to completed pzo]ects. 

ouz review of a sample of 18 final :epo;ts showed t>at OECS 

did not follow the practice of ?zepazing a position paper con- 
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taining some reaction or advice to management as to the con- 

tents or appropriate use to be made of the final report. We 

believe that to facilitate the utilization and acceptability 

of ORDS D&E results , ORB should take a formal position on 

the results reported from each project. As a minimum, we 

believe that ORDS should develop a statement as to the valid- 

ity of the results of every report, what the policy implica- 

tions are, how the report should be used, and the potential 

users of the report. In our opinion, such a formal assessment 

of completed projects would also help to (1) identify on a time- 

ly basis project results worthy of disseminating to appropriate 

and interested congressional parties and (2) identify, over a 

period of time, those contractors and grantees that tend to 

produce the most satisfactory results. 

7. Systematic assessment _ 

of outcomes. 

As discussed previously, ORDS has been attempting to 

retrospectively identify and assess the outcomes or impacts 

of its D&E activities and has had some difficulty doing so 

as well as in supporting the indicated imi;acts. We be1 ieve 

tha,t there should be a systematic ongoing assessment of the 

utilization and outcomes of D&E activities. In addition to 

the basic questions of accountability and of justifying the 

funds requested and spent on such activities, a systematic 

assessment could also provide important opportunities for 
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learning why products were used or not used. 

For example, if products were not used because 

--the results were not obtained from a nationally repre- 

sentative sample, 

--quality of care was not considered, or 

--the cost of broader implementation was not estimated, 

then strategies could be developed to ensure that these prob- 

lems do not occur in future projects. Such learning could 

provide opportunities to improve the design and performance 

of ongoing or future projects. 

Management of staff resources 

ORDS management told us that project officers spend less 

time on their projects than they should because of other requke- 

ments placed on their time--e.g., responding to requests for 

information from the Congress and others, writing speeches, 

and general administ:ative matters. We were unable to verify 

the amount of time project officers devote to these activities 

unrelated to their projects because ORDS does not have quanti- 

fiable information on how they spend their time. 

Xe believe that ORDS should establish procedures to 

account for the amount of time its staff, particularly pro- 

ject officers, spend in carrying out their various tasks. 

Such procedures should benefit management in that it would 

be better able to assess staff resource needs. 
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Prior to our review, the Office of Demonstrations and 

Evaluations requested d contractor to identify and assess 

its management problems and then develop a training course 

to address the problems identified. Some of the problems 

which the contractor identified in his February 1979 report 

were (1) project officers felt that, while they are given 

the responsibility for a project, they did not have the 

necessary authority to manage the project properly and (2). 

they perceived a lack of uniformity among superiors in stan- 

dards by which project management is evaluated and thus they 

were not sure what management expected of them in performing 

their work. 

Likewise, during our interviews with ORDS staff, we were 

told that project officers had no guidelines which identified 

ORDS management's expectations of them in terms of their speci- 

fic technical, non-procurement related responsibilities in 

carrying out D&E activities. Without a common understanding 

of project officer responsibilities and supervisors' expecta- 

tions regarding project management performance, there is no 

assurance that projects are being managed on a consistent and 

satisfactory basis. Secause nearly all of ORDS' D&E projects 

are multi-year projects and because of high personnel turnover, 

no one person has generally been responsible for a project 

from its beginning to its end. 
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An ORDS division manager also told us that every ORDS 

manager does not apply, the same performance standards when 

- looking at project management. For example, this manager 

said she allowed p:oject officers to work independently 

and co z:espond with contractors and grantees without the 

cozzespondence having to be reviewed and approved by her; 

whereas, some other manage:s exe:cise more control. 

Acco:ding to ORDS, it plans to develop a project officer's 

handbook to provide guidelines on what management's expecta- 

tions d:e zega:ding thei: technical and procurement respon- 

sibilities in carrying out D&E activities. Pie believe ehis 

would be a good step fo:wazd toward improving consistency in 

management. Howeve:, we believe that ORDS should also estab- 

lish standards of performance by which project office:s and 

managers can be evaluated fez project management. In ouz opin- 

ion, the handbook and pezfozmance standards would be tools that 

ORDS could use to better assuze control over consistency in 

project management, to improve communication between managers 

and project officers, to help assure consistency in feedback to 

project officers' and managers on theiz individual performance, 

and to assist ORDS management in assessing project management 

szdblems and staff resource needs. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes OUT statement. We will be hapQy to 

answer any questions that you or othez Members of the Subcommittee might 

have. 
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES FOR 

THE OFFICE OF RESEARCH, 

DEMONSTRATIONS, AND STATISTICS’ 

RESEARCH, DEMONSTRATIONS, AND EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

Leq islative authority 

Social Security Act: 

Section 1110 

Section 1115 

Section 1875 

Section 1881(f)(l), 
added by section 2 
of Public Law 95-292 

Social Secur ity Amendments 
of 1967 (Public Law 90-248): 

Sect-ion 402(a) 

Authorized activity 

Supper t research and demonstra- 
tion projects to promote the 
objectives of the programs under 
the act. 

Support experimental, pilot, 
and demonstration o:ojects and 
waivers to promote the objec- 
tives of the prog:ams unde: the 
act in the States. 

Conduct studies and develop 
recommendations to increase the 
efficiency and economy of the 
Medicare program. 

Initiate and carry out pilot DZO- 
jects involving financial assls- 
tance fo: the purchase of new 
or used durable medical ecui.?- 
;nent for renal dialysis. Re?o r t 
required October I, 1979. 

Suppcrt experiments and demon- 
szration orojects dealing with 
alternatibe methods of prcvider 4. 
reimbursement--specifically, 
incentive reiinbuzsement. 
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ENCLOSURE I EPJCLOSURE I 

Legislative authority 

Social Security Amendments 
of 1967 (Public Law 90-248 
(cont.) 

Section 402(a), as 
amended by section 
222(b) of Public 
Law 92-603 

Section 402(a), as 
amended by section 
17(d) of Public 
Law 95-142 

Aurthorized activity 

: 

SupTort a broad range of experi- 
ments and demonstration projects 
encomgassing certain complex 
areas, including negotiated rates 
and other alternative reimburse- 
ment methods for physicians: 
State ratesetting for institu- 
tional providers; fixed-grice 
or performance incentive con- 
tracting with intermediaries 
and/or carriers: and reimburse- 
ment for clinical ?sycholoqists, 
physician extenders, intermediate 
care and homemaker services, and 
other noncovered services such 
as ambulatory surgical centers. 

Develop or demonstrate improved 
methods for the investiqation 
of fraud in the provision of 
care or services under the 
health ocoqrams established by 
the Social Security Act. 

Social Security Amendments 
of 1972 (Public Law 92-603): 

Section 222(a) Support exger iments and demon- 
strations to determine the rela- 
tive advantages and disadvan- 
taqes of various alternative 
methods of ma< inq payment on a 
oroszective basis to providers 
of health care services under 
the Hedicare, Hedicaid, and 
Xaternal and Child Health and 
Crippled Children ’ s Services 
programs authorized under the 
Social Security Act. Report to 
the Congress required by July 1, .. 
1974. 
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

Legislative authority 

Social Security Amendments 
of 1972 (Public Law 92-603): 
(cont.) 

Section 245 

National Realth Planning 
and Resources Development 
Act of 1974 
(Public Law 93-641) : 

Section 1526 

Section 1533(d) 

Public Law 95-210, 
Section 3 

Authorized activity 

Conduct research designed to 
eliminate unreasonable expen- 
ses resulting from prolonged 
rentals of durable medical 
equipment. 

Make grants to State health 
planning and development agen- 
cies to demonstrate the effec- 
tiveness of those agencies in 
regulating rates for the pro- 
vision of health services. 

Develop uniform systems for 
classifying and setting rates 
for health care providers and 
to establish uniform accoun- 
ting and reporting systems to 
facilitate the calculation of 
volume, costs, and reimburse- 
ment rates for services. 

Conduct demonstration projects 
to reimburse on a cost basis 
for services provided by phys- 
ician-directed clinics in urban 
medicaily underserved areas and 
for services provided by a ohys- 
Lcian assistant or nurse prac- 
titioner employed by such clin- 
ics. Report to the Congress 
required by January I, 1981. 
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ENCLOSURE II ENCLOSURE I I 

AUTHORIZING LEGISLATION, 

LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE EXPECTATIONS, AND 

HEW RESPONSE 

To date, a total of 12 legislative provisions authorize ORDS’ 

health care financing D&E activities, which a:e carried out in sev- 

eral major subject areas such as hospital cost containment, lonq- 

term care, and health systems. 

Before enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1972 

(2ublic Law 929603), congressional guidance with respect to HCPA's 

reseaich, demonstration, and evaluation activities was rather broad. 

For example, the original 1965 Yledicare law provided authority "to 

carry on studies and develop recommendations” to increase the effi- 

ciency and economy of that program. 

Section 402 of the Social Security Amendments of 1967 (Public 

Law 90-248) authorized HEW to develop and engage in experiments 

with respect to Medicare and Medicaid under which physicians who 

would otherwise be paid on the basis of reasonable charges and 

institutional providers which would otherwise be paid on the basis 

of reasonable costs could be paid on an incentive basis in any 

manner agreed upon by BEW and the provide:. The objectives of 

such incentives would be to increase the efficiency and economy 

of health services without adversely affecting the quality of 

such services. 

The portion of the related Senate Finance Committee repor: pe:- 

taininq to section 402 contained some suqqestions for ex?erisents 
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ENCLOSURE I I ENCLOSURE II 

such as 

--a combined system of’ Medicare reimbursement for group 

practice prepayment plans (the predecessors to Health 

Maintenance Organizations) to cover both ghysician and 

hospital service, and 

--payments for physician services under Medicare on the 

basis of fee schedules. 

REW undertook to carry out the first suggested experiment, but 

to the the best of our knowledge, not the other. 

The 1967 Senate report also called for the development of 

appropriate and effective measures of the efficiency and quality 

of health services with which to measure the success of the experi- 

ments. 

With the enactment of the Social Security Amendments of 1972, 

congressional expectations in the area of experiments or demon- 

trations became more specific. 

Under section 222 of the law, the legislative Committee reports 

focused on the following five areas: 

1. Prospective reimbursement systems for institutional 
oroviders 

Although the Committees recognized that the existing retro- 

spective- reasonable cost inethod of reimbursing providers under 

Medicare pcovided no incentives for efficiency, they questioned 

whether any rates set under a prospective reimbursement system 

would result in Federal reimbursement at levels lower than--or 
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as low as-- that which would. result under the existing system. 

The Committees also we're concerned with possible cutbacks in 

quality of care and expected that the development of adequate, 

widely agreed upon measures of quality of care would be needed. 

and should be developed by the Department. The Committees further 

expected that the prospective reimbursement experiments or demon- 

strations would be carried out in sufficient scope to give assurance 

that the results would apply generally. 

Under the law, the Department was to submit to the Congress 

no later than July 1, 1974, a full report of the results of its 

experiments and demonstration projects as well as an evaluation 

of other programs with respect to prospective reimbursement. 

Also, the HEW report was to include detailed recommendations with 

respect to the specific methods that might be used in the full 

implementation of a prospective reimbursement system. 

The law also authorized experiments, demonstrations, and eval- 

uations involving negotiated rates and various payment arrangements 

for health services under State laws. 

Although the Department's May 1973, implementation plan for the 

section 222 demonstrations did not anticipate a complete report invol- 

ving ani new experiments by July 1, 1974, it did anticipate issuing 

a report based on carrying out "a comprehensive evaluation and anal- 

ysis of existing, pending and past prospective payment systems." 

The August 1974, report to the Congress on prospective reim- .' 

bursement fell short of even the Departaent's expectations, however, 
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because it was generally limited to observations based on a 

descriptive analysis of the*Nation's prospective rate experience 

together with an outline of the Department's plan for fu:thez 

study and testing. 

A widely distributed July 1977, HCFA report entitled "Research 

on Health Gaze Financing" updated the results of its studies on pro- 

spective zeimbuzsement and presented the following elements which 

HCFA believed to be essential to an efficient system: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

S imiiaz 

All hospitals within a given system should submit accounting 

and zepoztinq data based on uniform systems. 

Health planning and ratesetting should be closely coordinated. 

Prospective zatesettinq systems should focus on total 

hospital expenditures includinq utilization facto:s. 

Prospective z atesetting systems should cove= all payo:s. 

Hospital participation in prospective ratesetting systems 

should be mandatory. 

Statistical screens should be established to determine 

what hospital costs are reasonable. 

An appeals of exceptions process Should be created to 

allow hospitals the opportunity to rectify what they 

.believe to have been an inappropriate decision. 

infoznation was also provided in congressional testimony in 

June 1977. 

Although no :eport has been issued to the Conqress neetinq 

the precise specifications of section 222, HCFA contends 
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that the Administration's Hospital Cost Containment Proposals in 

1978 and 1979 represent a strong indication of the direction HEN 

believes the Congress should go in the area of prospective reim- 

bursement. For example, prospective ratesetting should be manda- 

tory and cover all payors and should focus on total hospital expen- 

ditures and/or revenues. On the other hand, congressional expectations 

for the development of adequate, widely agreed upon measures of 

quality of ca:e have not been realized, and we are aware of no spec- 

ific ex;?eriment or demonstration to develop such measures. According 

to the Director of HCFA's Health Quality and Standards Bureau, the 

term "quality of ca:e” has not been defined. 

2. Effects of eliminating the 3-day prior hospitalization 
requirement for Mecilcare skilled nursing racliitres 

Although not specifically mentioned in section 222 of Public Law 

92403, the related reports of both the House Ways and Neans and the 

Senate Finance Committees expressed concern about the difficulties 

the j-day prior hospitalization requirement presented to some benefi- 

ciaries needing skilled nursing care. The reports stated that the 

Committees expected HEW to undertake expe:iments to determine the 

effects of eliminating or reducing this requirement. The Department's 

Yay 1973, implementation plan included no specific refeience to this 

issue. Et was not until April 1977, that HCFA issued a request for 

proposals on this subject. According to ORCS, the three experiments 

will not be completed until December 1980. In this regard, we 

noted that XFA's indicated legislative impact for this study 

a 
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was to withhold any recommendation for congressional action 

on the 3-day ‘prior hospitalization requirement until the study 

was completed. 

3. Intermediate care and homemaker services 

Public Law 92-603 and the related Senate Finance Committee 

report, pertaining to section 222, specifically expressed interest 

with the use of lower level institutional and homemaker services 

as an alternative to the more costly post-hospitals benefits then 

and now provided under Medicare. 

Although the Department’s !4ay 1973, implementation plan char- 

acterized this as a “higher priority” activity and there have been 

demonstrations involving homemaker services for Medicare patients, 

as of January 1980, we could identify no project undertaken which 

would meet all the specifications in the Committee report. 

4. Ambulatory surgical centers 

Section 222 and the related Senate Finance Committee report 

specifically discussed the possible desirability of adding ambula- 

tory Surgical centers as providers of service under Medicare. 

According *to the report, the Committee expected aEW to conduct a 

study of various types of facilities providing surgery to ambulatory 

Faticntb and then enter into a demonstration project to determine 

the best way of paying for care in such facilities under Medicare. 

In December 1977, an evaluation report generally responsive 

to the Committee ’ s concerns was issued by a HCFA contractor, except 

9 
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that the report did not recommend the best way for Xedicaze to 

:eimbu:se fo: such services; In any event, bills :eported to the 

Senate on August 11, 1978, (H.R. 5285) and on December 10, 1979., 

(8-R. 934) contained provisions authorizing Medicaxe payment fez 

surgical p:ocedu:es on an ambulatory basis which the findings in 

the BCFA evaluation :epott would tend to support. Howeve:, since 

ne i the: Finance Committee :epozt mentioned the study and the con- 

gressional sponso: declined to confi:m its influence on the proposed 

legislation, we aze unable to comment on its responsiveness. 

5. Physicians' assistants 

According to the Senate Finance Committee report on section 

222, a purpose of this provision was to authorize demonstration 

projects to dete:mine the most app:opriate and equitable methods 

of compensating fez the se:vices of physicians' assistants (some- 

times called pa:a-medics or primary care practitioners). The objec- 

tives were the development of non-inflationary alternatives which, 

if accepted, would not impede the continuing efforts to expand the 

supply of qualified physicians' assistants. 

h'EX?'.s Mav 1973 * I knplementation plan gave this project a "higher" 

prioricy and a contract was awa:ded in 1974 to deteznine under what 

circumstances payment fez physicians' assistants services would 

be appropriate. 

In Decemte: 1977, the Conq,, **ss passed Public Law 95-210 which 

set fo:th the methods of compensatinq physicians' assistants under 

1C 
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IYedica:e hnd Medicaid in zuzal health clinics on a cost-related 

basis. According to GRDS, khe final report on the evaluation 0.f 

the section 222 project was issued sometime in March 1979--or 

about 3 months afte: the Congress had acted on the matte:. 

Howeve:, ORDS was able to provide some interim information to 

the Congress in 1977 on how physicians' assistants were distri- 

buted around the country. 

Du:able Hedical Equipment 

In addition to the specific areas of interest fo: demonstra- 

tions and experiments expressed in the Committees’ reports relating 

to section 222 of Public Law 92-603, section 245 of the bill author- 

ized ;fE'/J to undertake experiments in various methods of paying fo: 

durable medical equipment, such as wheel chairs and hospital beds, 

used in a patient's home undet pazt 3 of Medicaze. Acco:d ing to 

the Senate Finance Committee report on this section, the specific 

congressional concern :elated to a May 1972 GAO study which showed 

that prolonged rental payments for such items often exceeded the 

pu:chase price. 

An expeziaent to implement section 245 was initiated in Cctober 

1976, and the final report was issued in Mazch 1980. In the meantime, 

howeve:; in October 1977 the.Congzess, apparently dissatisfied with 

HEN p,rogress in this area, included section 16 in Public Law 95-142-- 

"The Hedicaze-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments." This section 

modified the method of payment for duzable inedical equipment effective 
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October 1, 1977, by requiring HEW to determine on the basis of 

medical evidence, whether the expected duration of need warrants 

a presumption that purchase'would be less costly or more practical 

than rental. Where such a presumption can be made, HEW should 

require the purchase and should provide :eimbursement on the basis 

Of a lump-sum payment or a lease-purchase arrangement. According to 

ORDS, final regulations incorporating the results of the demonstra- 

tion project have been developed but not yet issued. 

Our ongoing survey of the implementation of section 16 of Pub- 

lic Law 95-142, in HEW's Region I (Boston), clearly indicates that 

congressional expectations with respect to solving the problem of 

unreasonable expenses to Medica:e resulting from prolonged rentals 

of durable medical equipment have not been met. 

Although the reimbursement issues now are more diverse, complex, 

and controversial than they were at the time of our prior study in 

1972, the Medicare carriers, equipment suppliers, and researchers 

seem to agree that relatively inexpensive items--say less than 575 

and $lOO-- shou-ld always be purchased rather than rented. Nevertheless, 

OUi survey at Medicare ca rriers serving Rhode Island, Vermont, and 

New Hampshire showed that, because HEW had not issued regulations 

ifiplementinq section 16, as late as December 1979 

--walkers costing $20, with a monthly rental of $4, had accumulated 

monthly rental charges under !4edicare ranging from $36 to $90; 

--canes costing $21, with a monthly rental of $4, had accumulated 

rantal c!laiqes ranging from $32 to $58; and 

--bedside commodes costing $40, with a monthly rental of 56 

12 
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had accumulated rental charges ranging from $41 to $96. 

Since it costs the Medicare carriers on the average about $.3 

to process and pay a monthly rental claim, we do not believe thdt 

the continued rentals of low cost items such as walkers, canes,' 

and commodes makes much sense in light of the congressional intent. 

Demonstration and evaluation authorities enacted after the 

Social Security Amendment of 1972 for which ORDS has been delegated 

some responsibility are summarized as follows: 

The National Health Planning and 
Resources Development Act of 
1914 (PUbllC Law 93-641) 

On January 4, 197f, Public Law 93-641 became law. Although the 

Health Planning Act covered more than the tiedicare and Medicaid pro- 

grams, HCFA's predecessor agencies--and presently ORDS--were given 

two demonstration authorities under this law. 

--Section 1526 gave HEW authority to make grants to six 

State health planning agencies for the purpose of demon- 

strating the effectiveness of such agencies in regulating 

rates for providing health services. 

--Section 1533(d) dire cted HEW to establish within 1 year of 

enactment uniform systems for classifying and setting rates 

fOi health care providers and to establish uniform accounting 

and reporting systeins to facilitate the calculation of volume, 

costs, and reimbursements for institutional providers.' This 
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was essentially a technical assistance amendment imposing no 

specific requirements on the health caze industry to use the 

uniform systems. 

According to BCFA, no awards have been made under section 1526 

because no State planning agencies have met the requirement that they 

have the authority to carry out rate regulation functions. 

According to HCFA, two contracts have been awarded under section 

1533(d). Howeve:, because this section did not :equire the use of uni- 

form systems, the application of the project :esults was focused on 

implementation of section 19 of Public Law 95-142 which requires (I) 

HEX to establish, among other things, uniform cost reporting systems for 

different types of institutions such as hospitals and (2) Medicare and 

;rledicaid providers to submit cost -related information to HEW in accor- 

dance ?dith the uniform reporting system. 

In any event, due to circumstances beyond HCFA's control or due to 

the thrust of subsequent legislation, congressional expectations at the 

time of the enactment of Public Law 93-641 have not been met. 

In more recent legislation, the Congress has tended to be specific 

as to its expectations in the area of studies and demonstrations and has 

also es'tablished specific dates or time frames as to when the related 

reports were to oe submitted. The following three laws, enacted between 

Cctobez L977 and June 1978, contained various demonszation authorities 

and/or reporting : equizements some of which have 3een delegated to 3RDS. 

14 
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The Med icare-Med ica id 
Ant 1-Fr aud and Abuse 
Amendments (Public Law 95-142) 

Section 17 of Public Law 95-142, approved Cctober 25, 1977, 

provided for the funding of State Medicaid Fraud Control Units. 

Included as a Senate amendment to the bill was specific authority 

to arrange for demonstration projects designed to develop improved 

programs for the detection, investigation, and prosecution of fraud 

and abuse. 

According to the related Senate Finance Committee report, the 

Committee believed that States, such as New York, which have demon- 

strated their ability to conduct vigorous and innovative anti-fraud 

activities with respect to one class of providers (i.e., nursing 

homes) should be encouraged to develop and implement such programs 

with respect to other classes of providers. ORDS has been delegated 

this demonstration authority. 

Consistent with the legislative intent, HEW has provided a 

demonstration giant to the Special Prosecutor in New York to look 

into possible fraud and abuse in hospitals. 

Rural Health Clinic 
Services (Puolic Law 95-210) 

Public Law 95-210, approved Decembe: 13, 1977, contained three 

provisions involving studies, ‘demonstration projects, or evaluations 

which were assigned to BCFA --of which only one specifically involved 

demonstration projects and has been delegated to ORB. The three 

requir ements pertained to: 
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--A study as to the feasibility of imposing a copayment for 

each visit to a rural. health clinic instead of the normal 

$60 deductible and 2U percent coinsurance imgosed under 

part A of Medicare. A report on this study was due to 

the appropriate committees of the Congress by December 

1978. This study was assigned to HCFA and a report was 

submitted in November 1979 which discussed several alter- 

natives but made no recommendations concerning substitution 

of copayments for regular Medicare cost sharing in rural 

health clinics. 

--Demonstiation projects on a cost-reimbursement basis for 

physician-directed clinics in urban medically underserved 

areas involving services provided by physician assistants 

or nurse practioners. ORDS was delegated this demonstration 

authority under section 3 of the law which :equires a report 

to the Congress no later than January 1, 1981. 

--Evaluation and related report on the advantages and disad- 

vantages of extending coverage under tiedicare to mental 

health centers and to centers for the treatment of alcohol- 

ism or drug abuse. HCFA was assigned this responsibility 

&ci a report was due the Congress by June 19713. A report 

was submitted in October 1978 but contained no recommenda- 

tions on whether Medicare coverage should or should not 

be extended. 

16 
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With respect to the demonstration authority for urban clinics 

in medically undesserved aze'as, which was delegated to ORDS, the 

reports of the House Ways and Xeans and Senate Finance House Commit- 

tees indicated concern about the costs of providing for such an 

untested urban program since the clinics' budgets were several times 

la:gez than those of rural clinics. The Committees were also concerned 

about the potential fez uncontrolled pzolife:ation of such clinics in 

urban a:eas and the possible abuse of program funds. Therefore, the 

Committees' ;repo:ts and the law spelled out in conside:able detail 

what issues the demonstration projects should covez. 

In addition, the zepozt of the House Committee on Interstate 

and Foreign Commezce expressed the intent that the demonstration 

p:ojects include the various types of p:ovidezs (private physicians, 

small clinics with part-time physicians, and public health clinics) 

that use nurse practioners and physicians' assistants. 

In September 1978, ORES awarded a contract to evaluate private- 

ly funded demonstz.ations involvinq five cities. The basic purposes 

of these demonst:ations are to (1) assist municipalities in g:o- 

viding health caze se:vices to sedlcally undezserved a:eas by expan- 

ding existing programs of health depa:tments and hospitals with a 

limited inc-a -,ase in the city's'budqet and (2) foste: the delive:y of 

preventive health care services. 

ouz review of project documents indicates that the question of how 

to zay for the services of physicians' assistants oz nurse practione:s 

was only incidental to the basic purposes of the demonstrations. 

;7 
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According to KFA offitials, as of Nazch 19e0, ORDS has not 

been able to implement any projects under the authori.ty of section 

3 of Public Law 95-210 which would be.fully responsive to the man- 

date because of staff and funding shortages. 

Irnprovinq the End-Stage 
Renal Drsease P:Oqzam 
(Public Law 95-292) 

Public Law 95-292, approved June 13, 1978, included requize- 

ments fo: seven expe:iments and/or studies with a report to the 

Cong:ess by October 1, 1979. Of the seven, three involved experi- 

ments, with one being delegated to ORDS. This experimental :equi:e- 

ment is included in section 1881(f)(l) of the Social Secu:ity Act. 

This section zequizes HEW to cazzy ouz pilot projects at selected 

locations in the country under which financial assistance in the 

purchase of new or used durable medical equipment fez renal dialysis 

is p:ovided to individuals suffering from end-stage renal disease 

at the time home dialysis is begun with the provision fez a trial 

adaptation to home dialysis before the actual purchase of such 

equipment. 

Accozdinq to the Senate Finance Committee report, there was 

a need for further study and experimentation :e?atinq to maze cost- 

effective measures for providing treatment under this $1 billion 

program. In January 1980, BEW submitted a status report to the 

Congress on the experiments and studies which contained relatively 
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few results or conclusions.. The reason stated by HEW was that'public 

Law 95-292 was not enacted Until June 13, 1970, which left slightly 

over a year to develop the projects. Consequently, the studies had 

not been ongoing long enough to yield significant results. According 

to BEW, final study results will be incorporated in future annual 

reports on the End-Stage Renal Disease program. 

With respect to the specific experimental authority delegated 

ORDS, we were advised of at least three demonstration projects which 

deal with home dialysis. However, none of these demonstration pro- 

jects were being done under the authority of section 1881(f)(l) and, 

in our opinion, none meet all the specifications of that section of 

the law. However, ORDS believes that one of the demonstrations which 

was initiated in September 1977, at only one location, meets the thrust 

of section 1881(f)(l). 

In summary, we believe that the D&E activities undertaken 

by ORDS have fallen short of the expectations and requirements 

of the cognizant legislative Committees of the Congress. 
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HCFA PERCBPTIONS AS TO THE 

OUTCOMES'OR IMPACT OF ITS 

D&E AND RELATED EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

One basic question raised by the Subcommittee relates to aeas- 

using the outcomes or impact of the HCFA demonstrations, expezi- 

ments, and : elated evaluations in terms of legislative or policy 

initiatives or other benefits. Simply stated, the Subcommittee 

wanted to know what the Congress and othe:s were getting for the 

$60 million spent by ORDS and its predecessor agencies fez this 

activity between October 1967 and September 30, 1978. 

This presented a difficult problem fo: us because ORDS and its 

p:edecessor agencies had not maintained data on a systematic basis 

which would provide this infoznation. As a result, at our request, 

ORDS personnel for the.past yea= have been engaged in retrospectively 

developing an "impact" statement which is designed to show the 

extent that the appro ximately 170 extramural demonstration, expezi- 

nent, and related evaluation projects had influenced such things 

as 

--proposed legislation either by the Administ:ation oz con- 

3. sessional sponsors (Legislative Impact), 

--policy changes in such areas as provider reimbuzseaent 

(Policy Impact 1, 

--developing new projects 0;: broadeninq the scope of the 

study (F.&c Impact), 
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--modification to State Medicaid programs o: retention of 

demonstration practices by local service 3rou?s after pro- 

ject te:mination (State of Local Impact), 

--adoption by the industry oz the professional community of 

project methodologies (Pzofessional/Industry Impact). 

We :eviewed GRDS' impact statement which was received on 

gay 2, 1980, and summa:ized the number of the projects and the 

amount of their funding fo: each major issue area such as hospital 

cost containment and long te:m ca:e. We then matched the projects 

and thei: costs with the indicated outcome oz type of impact. , 

Usually ORDS ' analysis of a p:oject or group of projects showed 

an impact of more than one type such as having an influence on both 

HCFA policy considerations and on specific State programs. In that 

case, the total value of the project or projects was posted to each 

of the two indicated impacts. The results of the analysis aze sunmaz- 

ized in the following table. 
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,Yajor 
issue 
a:ea 

Hospital cost 
containment 

Long text 
care 

Ambulatory 
caze 

Quality and 
effective- 
ness 

health 
systems 
o:ganiza- 
tions 

Improved 
management 
reporting 
sys terns 

Improved 
program 
adminis- 
tzation , 

Total - 

Projects Type of impact 

ORDS 
funding 

tixu 
Number FY 1978 

State Profes- 
Legis- OZ sional/ None 
lative Policy R&D local Industry shown - - 

~------------------------- millions --------------------------- 

38 $19.7 $11.3 $ 1.6 s 5.9 $16.8 

33 6.5 2.6 4.7 2.3 2.6 

22 7.0 5.1 6.1 1.7 2.7 

$0.1 - 

37 9.0 5.9 7.2 0.5 5.0 1.3 0.4 

23 9.0 6.4 6.3 7.4 4.1 

5 4.2 0 .2 3.7 - 

a 4.7 3.0 4.2 4.4 - ---- 

166 $60.2 S3h.5 $33.8 $17.8 S35.6 - - 
-we -w-w- ---w- --e-w e-w-- w---- 
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We had requested CRDS ,to provide us supporting documents so that 

we could verify the describkd impacts of the demonstration and evalu- 

ation p:ojects. However, ORDS did not furnish us the final impact 

statement 0: the listing of supporting documents until May 2, 1980. 

Therefore, we have had insufficient time to independently validate the 

indicated impacts except in a few cases where (I) the suppo:ting docu- 

inents provided a cleaz link between certain projects and agency testi- 

mony on proposed legislation o: (2) prior o: ongoing GAO studies tended 

to support or cast doubt on the GRDS claims. 

In terms of level of effort expressed as the dolla: value of the 

p:ojects, the ORDS statement did not show any impacts fez about 3 Be=- 

cent, or about $2 million, of the total value of the ;srojects. On the 

other hand, it indicated that about 60 percent of the level of effort 

had legislative impact, 55 percent had policy impact, about 60 percent 

had impact on State o: local programs, about 30 percent had impact on 

follow-on research or development activities, and about 15 percent had 

professional/ Fndus try impact. 

FOZ each major issue area the CRDS’ perceptions of tke majoz 

impacts a:@ briefly described as follows. 

Xosuital Cost Containment 

In this issue area, the indicated emphasis was on the impact 

of the demonstrations and evaluation results on the Administration’s 

legislative cost containment proposals in 1978 and 1979. The ~zo- 

jacts principally involved those undertaken 2uzsuant to the incentive 

:oi.mburse.ment autho:i*y -1 contained in section 402 of the SccFal Secur- 
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ity Amendments of 1967 and 'the prospective :eimbuzsement experiments 

unde:taken pursuant to section 222 of the Social Security Amendments 

of 1972. The other major indicated outcome of the projects involved 

benefits to States th:ough the support of State hospital rate setting 

programs such as have been established in New Yo:k, New Jersey, Wash- 

ington, and Zazyland. 

Long Tezm Care 

In this issue area, the indicated legislative impact of ORDS 

experiments pertained to the so-called swing-bed proposals in 

various pending bills (i.e., using surplus hospital beds for nuz- 

sing home ty?e patients in areas where there is a need for nu:sing 

home beds). The ORDS projects provided support fo: BCFA testimony 

on the proposals. Anothe: indicated legislative impact involved with- 

holding any :ecommendations on a legislative proposal to remove the 

3-day prior hospitalization requirement for skilled nuzsinq ca:e 

coverage under Medica:e until an ORDS demonstration project was com- 

pleted. This demonstration, which was specifically requested in 

the House and Senate Committee reports on the Social Security Amer,d- 

ments of 1972, was initiated 5 years late= and is expected to be com- 

ple ted in December 1980. We believe that such delays in responding 

t0 congrEssiona1 expectations represent a negative ixlpact, 

The indicated policy impact involved the incorporation of the 

results of projects into internal issue papers, the development of new 

demonstrations, and the dissemination of prossectiee reimbursement 

infoxation on nursing homes to Fede:al and State policyma!<ers. 
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Ambulatory Care 

In this issue area, the: indicated legislative impacts 

focused on (I) the proposed Senate changes in the Medicare 

law pertaining to the methods for paying for ambulatory surgery 

and (2) the physicians’ assistant reimbursement provision in 

Public Law 95-210, enacted in December 1977. As indicated in 

more detail in enclosure II, we believe these impacts are queS- 

tionable. The other indicated legislative impact mentioned for 

this activity involved the inclusion of additional and more speci- 

fic demonstration authority in the End Stage Renal Disease bill 

(Public Law 95-292) that gassed in June 1978. As previously men- 

t ioned, the specific authority delegated to ORDS has not been 

used and a status report issued to the Congress in January 1980 

contained relatively few results and conclusions. 

With respect to policy input, the ORDS impact statement 

indicated that the experience from these demonstiations was 

used in developing regulations to implement (1) the renal disease 

bill--regulations were issued in 3ctober 1978 and 1979--and 

(2) section 16 of Public Law 95-142 (durable medical equipment)-- 

:egulations have been developed incorporating the results of the 

demonstrations but they have not been issued. 

Quality and Effectiveness 

The indicated legislative and policy impacts in this issue 

area focused on (1) legislative and program policy initiatives 
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fo: obtaining "second opinions" prio: to suzgezy and (2) demon- 

st:ations and evaluations of Medicaid’s Early and Periodic Screen- 

inq , Diagnosis and Tre atment (EPSDT) pzoqram which helged fozmui 

late the proposed Child Health Assessment Proqzam legislation 

which passed the Rouse on December 11, 1979, and various policy 

changes in the EPSOT p:oqram. Oocumentation furnished us by ORES 

on May 2, 1980, provided a link between the EPSDT demonst:ations 

and evaluations and the development of this legislation. 

Health Systems Organizations 

Vktually all of the $9 million effo:t in this issue area 

was devoted to demonst:atons to stimulate Hedica:e and Medicaid 

contractinq with Health Maintenance Organizations (%fCs) and to 

develop improved :eimbursement arr angements with such orqaniza- 

tions. The indicated legislative and policy impacts were consis- 

tent with these purposes. 

Howeve:, we question the usefulness of some of these pro- 

jects to the Congress. FOZ example, we n&ted that in September 

1978 HEW announced the award of two demonstration projects fea- 

cu:ing the :einbursement of HMOs on the basis of 95 ?e:cent of 

the 063: capita amount that would be paid by tiedicare for se:vFces 

provided to an enrolled Seneficixp by other groviders in the 

area. The projects were scheduled to be completed in 1982. In 

Novembe: 1979, the House Ways and Means Committee reported out a 

bill (3.R. 4000) which would authorize such a reimbursement mechan- 

Lsm to ZMCs across the hoard. Altihouqh such deaonstzation projects 
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should Se useful in implementing the provision of the bill, if 

enacted, it raised the question in OUT minds as to how such pzo- 

jects could have assisted the Committee in its decision-making 

process. 

Improved Management 
Repoztlng Systems 

The level of effort in this issue area involved the devel- 

ogment of a uniform cost reporting system for hospitals. The 

indicated legislation and policy impacts involved (1) BEVi support 

fo: section 19 of Public Law 95-142, enacted in October 1977, 

which required the uniform reporting of costs and (2) policy 

development fo: implementing such a uniforn system. 

The System of. Hospital Uniform Repozting, called SiWR, was 

presented as a proposed zequlation in January 1979. The proposal 

:an into difficulty with the hospital indust:y and the Congress 

and it has been revised and renamed. A proposed, revised version 

was Fublished in March 1980. 

Imrovec Pzo qram Administration 

Cne of the eight p:ojects in this issue arEa was a $3 Tillion 

grant to the New York State Special Prosecutor to develop an improved 

capability for this investigation and prosecution of fraud and abuse in 

&edica:e-Xed‘ ;caid payments to 'hospitals. The other projects related to 

lookinq at medical malpractice insurance and State Yedicaid quality 

control systems. The indicated legislative impact was the inclusion of 
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additional demonstration authority in the October 1977 wedicare- 

MedichLd Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments. 
- - - - 

AS previously discussed, we have been unable to independently 

verify a: validate the indicated impacts except in a few instances 

where the suppo:ting data provided a clear link between certain ?ro- 

jects and such things as agency testimony before congressional com- 

mittees. On the other hand, based on other onqoing o: prior wozk, 

we aze satisfied that one project in the 'Improved Management Repozt- 

ing Systems" issue area did contribiute to policy developments for 

the revised version of SHUR. Also, one project in the o 1mp:oved 

Fzoq:am Administration" area did contribute to a policy change in 

June 1979 involving how malpractice insurance premiums paid by hos- 

pitals will be allocated to Medicaze. Accozdinq to HE'N‘, this new 

:ule could save $310 sillion ger year--$40 million under Hedicaid 

and $270 nillion under Medicaze. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PROCESSES 

13 CARRYING OUT TllE OFFICE OF RESEARCH, 

DEMONSTRATIONS, AND STATISTICS DEMONSTRATION, 

EXPERIMENT, AND RELATED EVALUATION ACTIVITIES 

The Office of Research, Demonstration, and Statistics' (ORDS) 

effOitS to support health care financing demonstrations and exper- 

iments involve the following processes: budget and project planning, 

project design and selection, monitoring, evaluation, and dissemin- 

ation of results. A description of each of these processes as they 

functioned during our review follows. 

Sudget and Project Planning 

ORDS' budget planning is initiated by HCFA's budget process 

and is a continuing administrative activity undertaken 2 years in 

advance of the spending year. This activity estimates the funds 

required to cover expenditure activity for extramural projects, 

personnel, and other expenses. The major amounts of requested funds 

consist of: estimates of the costs of ongoing multi-year projects 

being pe rformed under grants and contracts, and estimates of the 

costs of new-start p:ojects selected from an inventory of previously 

proposed projects which were not started because of a lack of funds 

Or from-new project ideas. Each prooosed new-start project is iden- 

tified by title which is descri ptive enough to avoid unintentional 

duplication of effort, but information is not provided on what might 

be the content of the qrcject. 
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ORDS prepares a work-spending plan approximately 10 to 12 months 

after it has prepared its budget. For example, the 1980 ORDS budget 

was developed in the second quarter of fiscal year 1978 and the.1980 

work plan (which also contains the 1979 spending priorities which 

were initially conceived during fiscal year 1977) was prepared during 

the first quarter of fiscal year 1979. 

We reviewed ORDS ’ work plan containing the 1979 and 1980 prior- 

ities which generally was developed in accordance with instructions 

from BCFA’s Office of Hanagement and 3udget and in accordance with 

ORDS ’ internal instructions. The work elan was organized according 

to 11 aajor subject matter areas (e.g. hospital costs, physician 

reisbursement, etc.) which cut across ORDS’ functional organizational 

lines. These areas were also the areas in which GRDS felt its resource 

allocations should be distributed. The plan contained for each sub- 

ject matter area about a three-page description about what function 

the area served for ORDS ?lanninq, some aspects of the current knowledge 

GRDS has in the area, and the objectives of the vork planned in terms 

of i-s gur?ose. Additionally, the description contained a brief explana- 

tion of the opportunity that the projects will provide for testing alter- 

natives on a small scale and related fundinq and resource allocation 

;nformat.+on. 

The nork plan specifically L?entified the onqoing projects (by 

title) to be continued during the budget year and their costs as well 

as the new specific projects (by title) that ORES wanted to start 
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that year and their estimated costs. The ideas for new-start pro- 

jects were generated from ORDS project officers and managers--the 

ideas flowed from project officers up to the managers and from 

the managers'down to the project officers. The ideas were based 

on the project officers’ or managers’ understanding of the state- 

of-the-art knowledge in the subject area and on information 

received from ad-hoc, informal contacts with researchers, adminis- 

trators, or providers of services in the subject area. 

For the 1979/1980 work plan, ORDS management appointed subject 

matter managers from one of its four organizational components. 

Each manager was responsible for coordinating the ideas for the 

new projects which were included in the budgetary submissions. 

At the beginning of the spending year, ORDS compared the work 

plan with the funds appropriated, examined the need for re-prlori- 

tizing projects, and gave organizational components approval for 

develo;3ing a Troject-specific spending plan in accordance wit:? the 

approved ORDS work plan. The spending plan was revised throughout 

the spending year based on actual costs of grant and contract awards 

for projects contained in the work plan. Continuation decisions 

for ongoing projects were based on their expiration dates. For new 

projects; grant decisions were. ;nade in March and September and con- 

tract decisions were made in the timeframe it was estimated to take 

to start the procurement process and complete it with the contract 

award. 
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award. 
To improve its budget and project planning activity, ORDS 

sponsored, for the first time, a conference in December 1979, 

which was attended by ORDS managers and HCFA program officials ‘in 

headquarters. This conference provided an invaluable opportunity 

fo: interaction concerning: projects planned for fiscal years 1?8(3 

and 1981, what ORDS believed it had learned from completed and ongoing 

projects in each subject area, and the questions yet to be researched 

in each subject area during 198C and 1981. CRDS plans to hold a con- 

ference for such a purpose annually. It is also wo:kinq on a plan 

to specifically involve HCFA program officials in project glanninq, 

budget inq , award inq , and monitorinq of performance at specified 

months throughout the year. 

Project Desiqn and Selection 

The project design efforts of OFDS’ Office of Demonstrations 

and Evaluations (ODE) fall primarily into two categories: (1) prep- 

aration of a grant’s brochure and grant solicitation notices and 

(2) preparation of request for proposals (RFPs) for contracts. 

Og’I 5 Y grants cycle is initiated with the publication of :he 

grants broc:iure. This brochure contains information on the content 

of the cu:rent priority areas.(e.g., lonq term care) in which research 

and development g:ant applications will be considered. The pr ior i ty 

areas are establ ished through the ORDS planning grocess. Solicitation 

notices for grant applications a:e published in the Federal Register .’ 
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usualiy semi-annually. These notices contain ORDS’ gene:al criteria 

for funding new projects as’well as project requirements the appli- 

cation must meet. 

The general f:amework for a demonstration is initially developed 

at the HEW and/or HCFX management levels. The RFP for the con tract 

project is usually developed at the projec, + officer ievel and may 

be initiated during Or after the work plan has been developed. The 

RFP , establishing the parameters for the design of the project, is 

issued as soon as its development, review, and clearance process 

is completed and availability of fund3 is assu:ed. The spending plan 

and the contract administration requirements provide the guideline3 

fo: the RFP. 

Although ho systematic procedure ha3 been established for seeking 

input into the de3 ign of an RFP, the project officer ha3 a variety 

of ‘vehicle3 avaiiable to hiAn or he: for seeki.?g input when developing 

the RFP--e.g., discussion aeetings “,ha t may be held with the GDS 

project Officer' s and division manager and other interested parties 

from CRDS and/or HEW; and solicitation of outside experts, with ho 

interest in bidding on the contract, to review the RF?. Add itionally, 

the design of the RFP represent3 the project officers’ an2jor the 

CD-2 manager ’ s understanding of the state-of-the-art knowlsdge which 

inay be acqui:ed through their reading of reports from other ?:ojects; 

occasionally conferences on specific issues sponsored by CRDS/GCE; 

and informal, ad-hoc, day-to-day contact3 with -,rogra:n staff and 

nealth and/or health research exgerts. 
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Review panels (composed of ORDS staff who for grants are non- 

voting members; HCFA operating program officials; staff from varying 

components within HEW such as Public Health Service, Office of the 

Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation, office of the 

Secretary, and Office of Human Development Services; and outside 

experts) assess contract and grant proposals that are submitted 

by public and private organizations to determine their individual 

capabilities for carrying out specl ‘fit demonstration and evaluation 

projects in accordance with grant and contract administration require- 

ments. The staff from the other components within BF,W on these panels 

help to prevent unintentional duplication of research efforts. TSe 

individual panel members’ review of the proposals and the review panel’s 

first meeting initiates the project selection process. 

Once the panel has assessed the proposals, it oreoares an eval- 

uation report on the competing proposals. The re;rort contains a 

quantitative and qualitative assessment of each ;sotcntial proposal 

and a rankinc of the acceptable proposals. For grants, the report 

is then submitted to the ORDS Director who makes the decision on 

which proposals will be funded. For contracts, the panel report 

is submitted to the contracting office and projects are selected 

according to negotiated comgetetive procurement requirements. 

Yen i to r in% 

The i~m~lementation of a project is initiated tv the award of 

a D&E contract or grant. The ODE project officer monitors the project. 
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in accordance with grant or. contract administration requirements. 

From our review of a sample’of 40 D&E projects, we noted that pro- 

ject officers use several means to monitor work tasks and their 

timeliness. These means are: 

--formal letters between the contractor/grantee and the pro- 

ject officer that indicate specific problems in project per- 

formance and ORDS’ or ACFA’s determinations for overcoming 

those problems: 

--periodic on-site visits to the cont:actor/grantee and/or 

the place where the project is being undertaken: 

--nunerous formal and informal telephone conversations with 

the contractor/grantee ; 

--interim status or progress reports submitted by the con- 

tractor/grantee, as required; 

--interim deliverables such as technical manuals, models, and 

copies of files from the demonst:ation (e.g., a State rate 

settinq commision’s files on its review of individual hos- 

pitals required to participate in the States rate setting 

agreement) ; and 

--:eview of drafts of final reports by the project officer. 

In’addition to tihe above sonitoring activities, we noted thar 

one branch chief, since April ‘1979, has been periodically sending 

the ODE director status reports which identify some information 

on the ?:ogress of projects and ?rablems encountered in those ?rojecta; 
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These reports are returned to the branch chief with the d.irecto:'s 

comments. 

With regard to a tracking system for grants and contracts, 

GRDS has a process for trackinq the flow of procurement action on 

an individual project basis. However, ORDS has no accumulative, 

consolidated inventory of all D&E projects. 

Evaluation 

ODE's process for evaluating the results of demonstrations and 

expei imen ts consist of: (1) a separate evaluation component built 

into a G&E grant whereby the grantee may perform the evaluation itself 

or through contract with another organization or (2) an independent 

contract funded by ODE to evaluate one or more projects. 

In the @ast, ODE's contracted evaluations focused more on D&E 

cont:acts than on G&E grants due to CDE's control over work performed 

and data collected. Most of these evaluation contracts evaluated D&E 

contracts that oriqinated from one RFP. At the time of the orqaniza- 

tion and establishment of HCFA, GDE Seqan to move toward cross-cutting 

evaluations that involved both D&E qrants and contracts. 

ODD does not support, either through its grants or contracts, 

an Lndesendent evaluation of all demonstrations or ex?erlments. 

According to GDE, an indeoendent evaluation is made of (1) projects 

Lnvolv Lng Ned icare or 3edicaid waivers, (2) section 1115 D&E 
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grants, and (3) D&E projects which ODE management believes might 

have the largest payoff. * 

ODE has an Evaluation Studies Staff (ESS). Project officers in 

ESS administer evaluations contracts. The evaluations that are’con- 

ducted of grant D&E projects are not directly administered by ESS. 

However, ESS and D&E project officers are responsible for receiving 

and approving evaluation plans and RFPs for evaluations conducted by 

D&E grantaes. 

A XlWllbei of the ESS is assigned to be a project officer for 

each independent evaluation contract funded by ODE. The ESS project 

officer administers the evaluation project the same way that the 

ODE project officer administers the D&E pro ject--i.e., develops and 

designs the 2FP, assesses the proposals received, participates on the 

contract ieVFeW panel, monitors the awarded evaluation contract, 

and reviews the interim and final reports. 

TSe implementation of the evaluation may start 6 months or 

more aftei the C&E project has been running. 

ODE obtains information on the results of its D&E projects 

from both tne 3&E final reports and the evaluation final reports. 

The project office: usually receives one or more drafts of t,ie final 

report before recei-ving the f i.nal product. 
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Dissemination 

Contractors and grantees are required to furnish ODE final pro- 

ject reports on the results of the demonstrations and/or evaluations 

they conduct. When ODE receives final project repo:ts, information 

is disseminated through fo:mal and informal means. Formal means 

consist of: (1) participation in HCFA and Department legislative 

and budgetary planning work groups, (2) sponsorship of conferences 

on selected projects whereby users are informed of project results, 

(3) a published annua.1 report on 2Cr"A's D&E activities, and (4) 

abstracts prepared by the project officer and sent to the National 

Technical Information System of the Department of Commerce. Infor- 

mation about health caze financing demonstrations and exoe:iments 

has also been reported in the annual Medicare repor:s issued to 

the Congress and in other HEW reports (e.q., Health--United States). 

Information on the projects has further been disseminated, acco:ding 

to project officers, through Fresentations and speeches made by 

HEN and BCFA officials at various forums. 

HCTA/ORDS has established additional formal means for dissem- 

inating info rmation on project results--i.e., the publication of 

the FICFA Review, HCFA Grants and Contracts Report, ACFA Trends, and 

FICFA ?Tot’es l In June 1979, ORDS becan establish.inq several ?u'olica- 

tlons series. 

The in formal scans prima:ily included : ( 1) discussions among 

D&E managers and SCFA oroqram managers during meetinqs not necessarily 
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convened solely for the purpose of discuss’ing the final reports on 

projects and (2) activities’initiated by project officers, which may 

have included the distribution of copies of final re’)orts to or dis- 

cussions with persons known to have an interest in the projects and 

with whom a close working relationship exists. 

Additionally, an ODE official said that grantees often dissemi- 

nate the results of their demonstrations. During our audit, we did 

not try to determine the extent to which this dissemination took 

place. However I our interviews with five State agencies which had 

demonstrations indicated that their projects were designed to satisfy 

specific State needs and, thus, they did not widely disseminate the 

results from them. Further , the five State agencies were not clear 

about how the results from their projects had been disseminated by 

BCFA/ODE or how Xedicaid operations 9ad been affected at the Federal 

level. 

Furthermore, regarding ORCS ’ preparation of abstracts from final 

project reports for thie National Technical Information System, we were 

told that ORDS had a S-year backlog. To reduce this backlog, ORDS 

has hired a consultant to Trepare the abstracts because, according 

to CRDS, it did not have adequate staff resources to devote to this 

task. . 
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